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Introducing: The 4th Grade Class
Sylvaine Gabriel, the fourth grade teacher, has worked
for MOHI for 14 years. He had a deep connection to
the mission since it began in the front yard of his
father’s house.
Pierreson: The school being connected to the church
is the best part to him. “What we learn in church also
applies to here in school, and it’s a blessing. Our class
sponsors have done a really big thing for us!”
Dieury: He loves the school for its tough rules, good
teachers, and pretty yard and buildings. Dieury also
expressed his gratitude for their sponsors. “I pray that
God would bless them more and more so that they
can continue to help us and help others, too.”
Cheno: “I like coming to school here because they
make us follow the rules, and everything is clean and
beautiful. I wish we had more space though, so we
could play outside during recess.”
Dina: She appreciates that their teacher, Maitre
Sylvaine, never gets tired of working with them. He is
always ready with good advice for his students.
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News From Haiti
 Graduation is coming up June 12th in Thozin and
June 13th in St. Etienne followed by the national
exams for our 6th and 9th graders and the final two
years of high school students. Please keep our
students in prayer as they complete these
milestones in their education.
 The Edmes are booking their itinerary for August
and September of this year. They hope to visit
southern FL, NC, TN, OK, OH, and New
England. Their time in the States is very limited,
so if you would like to have them speak to your
group, please contact Renee soon because their
schedule fills up fast. (Renee@mohintl.org.)
 In addition to our 20kw generator, we now have
a solar array with a bank of 24 batteries. We
welded frames for the solar panels and now have
them mounted on the roof. Full time electricity is
in our future!
 Both Junior Dimanche, who works in
maintenance, and Voltaire Sanon, our school
director, were married this month. We were
thrilled to be able to celebrate with them!

Lucmann: He loves being able to learn about
computers.
Expressing what they didn’t like about the school, the
students did things like wipe their hands on the wall
or jump on the benches. Pierrson said that he wishes
that the students would learn to keep the school
pretty. The class was also united in their desire to have
a basketball court at the school. They want to thank
their sponsors
for helping
them have
such a great
school, and
they pray for
God’s blessing
to be more and
more evident
in their lives.
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Hope…the beginning of change

Teams of the Month
Another team from Bless Back Worldwide (Charlotte, NC)
visited this month. Their busy team of 20 divided their time
among medical concerns, preschool activities, soccer
instruction, and village ministry. We were thrilled to have the
team passing out bags of toothbrushes and toothpaste to the
students after their instructions. These will be kept at the school
so that students can brush their teeth after lunch. This will
ensure that they brush at least once a day. The Bless Back
team also accompanied Leah Fuller to St. Etienne with the
mobile medical clinic for its inaugural trip. While they were
down here, the team gathered with pastors and the family to
dedicate the newest house that they funded. The people of
Haiti have been truly blessed by their generosity.
Bob and Sally Heier brought us much joy with their visit. Sally
was able to help Leah with the mobile medical clinic in St.
Etienne and saw patients with her for the whole week. Bob
helped us streamline our mobile medical clinic supplies and
medications.

Each month the Hope Report highlights
what’s happening in Haiti. For weekly
updates visit Renee’s blog at
WWW.MOHINTL.ORG/BLOG
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Pastor Kevin’s son Micah, along with Pastor Paul Berube,
arrived toward the end of the month with a team from Nashua
Christian Academy (NCA) and Grace Fellowship Church in
NH. They worked with Help4Haiti, and the students were
paired with MOHI students for some one-on-one time. The
team led worship for one of
our evening services, and
Pastor Paul gave a
message for the nation
House
that was broadcasted
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soap to the students and
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even introduced some of
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the computer club kids
to the wonderful world
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of robotics.
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